October 17, 2019

Human Rights and Economic Rights: Global review of legal barriers and discriminatory norms against women in employment law

Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Location: Tanenbaum 253, Rare Book Room

Dear Penn Law students, the future leaders of social change,

On Thursday, October 17, 2019, within the Human Rights and Development Series 2019-2020, the Human Rights Scholar Aliaksandra Tyhrytskaya will update you on critical issues of discrimination against women in employment. The Speaker will make an overview of the global trends that prevent women from equal participation in the labor market, and focus on such subtopics as industrial job restrictions for women, workplace protection and absence of anti-discriminatory provisions in labor legislation. Special highlights will be given to the role of the International Labor Organization’s standards in promoting social justice and labor rights.

(The event will be of special interest to those students who are interested in comparative legal analysis with large data sets)

Contact Info:

Aliaksandra Tyhrytskaya avat@pennlaw.upenn.edu